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About 20 minutes into 
, the probationary PC Yasmin Khan

( ) – provoked by her own recent
alien encounters – returns to the station for
an update on the evening’s activities:

YASMIN: I’m just wondering whether there’s
been anything else out of the ordinary tonight.

RAMESH: It’s the nightshift in She�eld.
Everything’s out of the ordinary.
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As a Lancastrian, I might be expected to
consider the desk sergeant’s response as
reason enough to celebrate ’s
full debut in the title role of Doctor Who. Trans-
Pennine rivalries aside, however, there is a
huge amount to relish in an hour of television
drama that also marks the full debut of an
entire production team, led by showrunner

.

The status of She�eld’s nightshift o�ers, as it
happens, a useful route into the episode and
what it might portend for the 55-year-old tale
of the maverick Gallifreyan. This is, after all, a
story – long-awaited, much-hyped,
inescapably contentious – that is required to
walk an uncertain line between the ordinary
and the extraordinary. A few minutes before
Ramesh’s jest, a young man called Karl,
withdrawing from the enigma of a train
attacked by unknown forces, sets himself up
as the epitome of ordinariness by appealing to
the common sense of a fellow passenger: ‘I’m
with him. We don’t get aliens in She�eld.’ The
‘him’ in question is Graham O’Brien, another
apparent Common Man (brilliantly played by

), whose view of events is
unequivocally sensible: ‘Don’t be daft. There’s
no such thing as aliens. Anyway, even if there
was, they ain’t going to be on a train in
She�eld.’ Sensible but wrong, of course.

Graham’s reasonable certainties are about to
be dismantled rapidly as he becomes, by
accident (or, more accurately, a series of
accidents), one of the Doctor’s companions,
along with his step-grandson, Ryan Sinclair
( ), and Yasmin, who turns out to
have been at school with the latter. The role of
companions in Doctor Who has been,
traditionally, to provide the points of
identi�cation for viewers, to ask the questions
that we would ask, to solicit explanations on
our behalf, to feel our fear and awe and, at
times, frustration. In an extended narrative
that is all about change and facing the
strange, the companions have tended (though
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not without exception) to embody the
quotidian viewpoint. Graham, Ryan and Yaz
promise to be no di�erent in this respect but
it seems, in a striking way, that their very
‘ordinariness’ is likely to emphasise an
intensi�cation of the theme of transformation
within the series. From the moment when a
policeman’s torch picked out a humming,
incongruous police box in the clutter of a
London junkyard in the opening scene of the
�rst ever episode, ,
originally broadcast on Saturday 23 November
1963, Doctor Who has excelled in tantalising
combinations of the strange and the familiar,
the humdrum and the outrageous. The
singular context of ‘The Woman Who Fell to
Earth’ (the title evoking Nicholas Roeg’s paean
to alienness,  (1976),
starring David Bowie) means that expectations
in this direction have never been so fraught or
so concentrated.

Given the emotional extremes with which the
casting of Jodie Whittaker as the Thirteenth
Doctor was greeted in July 2017 – the �rst
female Doctor (or the �rst Doctor to be played
by a female) – some have expressed 
or  that the opening episode
of the 2018 season was not more radical in its
departure from what had gone before. It is
fair to say that, by the time the closing credits
rolled at 7.45pm last Sunday, a hole had not
been torn in the space-time continuum,
realities had not collapsed into each other
and, more astonishingly, thousands of years
of patriarchy had not come crashing to an
end. Even so, it seems to me that those who
have suggested that Whittaker’s inaugural
outing represents, her gender aside, little
more than business-as-usual, have missed the
signs of a quiet revolution.

After the charismatic dazzle and symphonic
noise of, in their very di�erent ways, 

 and  (previous
showrunners, 2005-2010 and 2010-2017
respectively), the �rst 60 minutes of Chibnall’s
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Who is perhaps more remarkable for what is
absent or subdued rather than what is
present and foregrounded. The episode
eschews the initial title sequence and theme
music, for instance, and the incidental track by

 resists the swelling choral
romanticism that was ’s signature
from  (2005) to 
(2017), preferring an eerie, atmospheric
minimalism. The allocation of everyday
occupations to both starring and incidental
�gures within the drama is similarly low-key: a
retired bus driver and his former colleagues, a
nurse, a warehouse worker, a police constable
and her desk sergeant, a crane operator, a
security guard. These ‘ordinary people’, drawn
into a universe of fantastical danger, are
a�icted with conditions of recognisable
banality and cruelty: Ryan has dyspraxia,
Graham is in remission from cancer. It may
well be that they develop, over subsequent
episodes, into their own variations on the 

, the  or the ,
but it seems unlikely.

The most obvious absence from the story is
that of the TARDIS. It will be rediscovered
soon, no doubt, but one vacancy that seems
certain to remain for the duration of Season
11 is that of returning monsters. Chibnall has
been insistent that there will be no Daleks, no
Cybermen, no Sontarans, no Weeping Angels.
There will, instead, be new monsters, the �rst
examples of which are on show in ‘The
Woman Who Fell to Earth’. In some ways, the
Gathering Coil and the Stenza Warrior, Tzim-
Sha (a.k.a. Tim Shaw), very well-realised
though they are, are rather underwhelming.
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Doctor Who Series 11, Episode: No. 1) – Tzim-
Sha (SAM OATLEY) – (C) BBC / BBC Studios –

Photographer: Ben Blackall

There is little imaginative innovation in a
rampaging, arrogant super-soldier from
another world and time. Nor is an amorphous,
composite data life-form that gives o� sparks
especially startling. That said, these monsters
are calibrated to provide both intriguing
reminders of the past and exciting hints of the
future. The Stenza, as he breaks from his pod,
is reminiscent initially of a Cyberman but, in
the course of the story, brings to mind a range
of classic-series baddies, including the Raston
Warrior Robot ( , 1983) and
the Destroyer ( , 1989). There is
even, in the scarred and grisly face beneath
the mask, a touch of Magnus Greel (

, 1977) or Sharaz Jek
, 1984). Most

promisingly, the modus operandi of the
Stenza – notably, the breaking of his victims’
jaws in order to wear their teeth as ‘trophies’
embedded in the �esh of his face – is
presented in such a way as to suggest a
willingness on Chibnall’s part to embrace out-
and-out horror in the series. The story is dark
and brutal in places, and has a body count
that goes far beyond what has tended to be
seen in Doctor Who since its return in 2005.
Moreover, it seems that when characters die
under Chibnall’s watch, they stay dead.

The Stenza’s resemblance to various old
monsters perhaps gives the lie to Chibnall’s
stated intention to work from a blank slate in
his recreation of Doctor Who. The fan-pleasing
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(some would say ) inclination in
Davies and, especially, Mo�at to reference the
classic series and resurrect popular monsters
and villains is not in evidence in ‘The Woman
Who Fell to Earth’. Even so, there are
re�ections of the past to be glimpsed
throughout. The ill-fated Rahul, for example,
plays a similar role to that of Clive in the new
Who debut, ‘Rose’, of 2005. More resonantly,
the Doctor’s musings on her own lost family
after the funeral of the other woman who fell
to Earth, Grace O’Brien (the superb 

) recalls the Second Doctor’s elegiac
 in Episode 3 of ‘The

Tomb of the Cybermen’ (1967). The
(step-)grandparent-grandchild relationship
between Graham and Ryan might be seen as
mirroring that of  in the
early years of the series, and few fans
watching the climactic scenes on the towering
She�eld cranes can have missed the parallels
with similarly vertiginous showdowns in

 (1981) and 
(2006). When the episode closes with the new
TARDIS crew �oating against a backdrop of
space, reminiscent of scenes during Tom
Baker’s �rst season as the Doctor (1974-5), it
becomes beautifully apt that the long-
withheld theme tune and closing credits
should seem closer to their classic series
equivalents than at any point during the
revived series.

Strangely familiar, a familiar strangeness.
There is a remarkable scene towards the end
of ‘The Woman Who Fell to Earth’ in which
Whittaker’s Doctor, still wearing the tattered
remnants of Peter Capaldi’s Twelfth Doctor
costume, stands on a hillside with her back to
the viewer, gazing out over She�eld (which
has never appeared more sublime).
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The Thirteenth Doctor
gazing out over

She�eld – a shot
reminiscent of …

… Caspar David
Friedrich’s ‘Wanderer
above the Sea of Fog’

The e�ect is to conjure 
’s Wanderer above the Sea of Fog,

painted 200 years ago, one of the de�ning
images of the Romantic era. The visual echo
a�ords an elegant distillation of what has
happened during the preceding action, not
least the ways in which Whittaker’s take on the
character of the Doctor has unfolded. Her
performance is astonishing in its natural and
assured �uency, its energy, wit, whimsy and
allure. This should come as a surprise to
nobody who has seen her in previous roles
but the delight of her initial realisation of the
Doctor is in its deft assimilation of tropes of
change and continuity. In this sense, she
embodies the tensions of the episode itself in
a profound and subtle manner. An emphasis
on the uncertainty and excitement of renewal
is hardly novel in the �rst run-out of a new
Doctor, but the persuasive power of
Whittaker’s approach is unusually evocative.
There are a few potentially jarring moments –
the �nger up the nose, the use of the term
‘you guys’, the appeal to a rather dull
benevolence (‘When people need help, I never
refuse’, ‘sorting out fair play throughout the
universe’) – but the overall e�ect is thrilling.
The dominant mode is interrogative and
improvisatory, the Doctor throwing out
questions, being sceptical of everything
(including herself). It is unclear yet whether
there is scope for the kind of angry and bitter
explosions of some previous incarnations
(Capaldi, Tennant and Eccleston spring to
mind, as do the Bakers), but the intelligent
and exhilarating probing of experience that
exempli�es the dizzy uniqueness of the

Caspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar DavidCaspar David
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Doctor as hero has rarely been more vivid. At
one point she describes herself as ‘�zzing
inside’ and this contains the spirit of Doctor
Who itself – or, at least, Doctor Who at its best.
An early exchange on the train with Yaz is
representative:

DOCTOR: Why are you calling me ‘madam’?

YAZ: Because you’re a woman.

DOCTOR: Am I? Does it suit me?

YAZ: What?

DOCTOR: Oh yeah. I remember. Sorry. Half an
hour ago I was a white-haired Scotsman.

This is glorious knockabout silliness and there
are moments when Whittaker seems to
channel the arch playfulness of Tom Baker:

TZIM-SHA: You are interfering with things you
don’t understand.

DOCTOR: Yeah, well, we all need a hobby.

But there is vulnerability here too (‘Now I think
I’m wrong and I’m trying to catch up with what
that might mean’), and empathy (‘I’m sorry you
all had to see this’), perhaps tempting
comparisons with 
and . But Whittaker’s Doctor is
already far more than the sum of her
masculine predecessors. She represents an
escalation of Doctor Who’s ability to hold the
everyday in balance with the extraordinary. To
a degree, this was inevitable, given the
agonistic frenzy around her casting. What was
not inevitable, though, was the simultaneous
reassurance and edginess with which she
delivers lines such as ‘Don’t be scared. All of
this is new, and “new” can be scary’. The
phrase ‘I’m not yet who I am’ could sound
simply (simply?) paradoxical or even
nonsensical but, in the context of this brave
new Who, it sounds like a motto for us all. The
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Doctor is an ancient, godlike, shapeshifting
alien; at the same time, the Doctor is a soul in
constant crisis:

Right now I’m a stranger to myself. There’s
echoes of who I was and a sort of call towards
who I am. And I have to hold my nerve.

From the heart of daftness, Doctor Who has
always reminded us of the challenge of
change and strangeness: it has always placed
us, as children and adults, on the hillside,
gazing out into the immensity of the mundane
and the mysterious. Jodie Whittaker clearly
gets this and it will be fascinating to see how
her interpretation of the Doctor develops
across future adventures. ‘I’m good at building
things,’ she asserts at one point, before
adding a beguiling ‘probably’. For the moment,
what she has built is a sense of phenomenal
possibility and – wonderful to note – an
immediate increase in 

 with this most remarkable of
modern mythologies.

This, as the Doctor predicts, is going to be fun.

The Doctor (JODIE WHITTAKER)

 

Ivan Phillips is Associate Dean of School
(Learning and Teaching) in the School of
Creative Arts at the University of
Hertfordshire, where he teaches on the Model
Design and Digital Media Design programmes.
He has published on topics ranging from the
poet, forger and ‘marvellous boy’ Thomas
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Chatterton, the Modernist artist-writer
Wyndham Lewis, and Gaston Leroux’s novel
The Phantom of the Opera. In June 2018 he
delivered a TEDx talk on 

 and his book Once Upon A
Time Lord: The Myths and Stories of Doctor Who
is forthcoming from Bloomsbury Academic.
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